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Address Sinclair Glass 
Sinclair Glass 
105 N Wabash Ave 
P.O. Box 527 
Hartford City, IN 47348-2366

Country USA

State Indiana

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Sinclair Glass has long been an innovative company supplying specialty bent glass components to various industries. In fact, we have been producing
these custom creations for over half a century.

During this time, we have become one of the most comprehensive companies in our business and are still growing. Our unique equipment and
experience has enabled us to serve various markets and diversify our product range.

From 50 pieces to thousands at a time, Sinclair Glass is able to combine the right mix of design, capabilities, resources, and expertise to fulfill your
custom glass requirements on time.

 Annealed, Heat Strengthening and Heat Tempering
Precision Bending & Forming
Sawing
Surface Grinding, Finishing & Polishing
Diverse Glass Colors, Thickness, and Patterns
Hole Drilling, Boring
Edge Beveling (circular or straight line)
CNC Precision Shape Cutting
Notching, Slotting, Grooving
Screen Printing, Decorating
Sand Blasting, Carving
Waterjet Cutting
Complete Assembly & Packaging or Sub-Assembly

Popular Sinclair Glass Profiles

Sinclair Glass professionals have the experience and capability to produce the finest bent glass in the industry. We are known for our diversity, quality
and wide array of capabilities in glass bending. Bent glass can take on many shapes and applications. Common types of glass bends include a simple
radius, "J" curve, serpentine, and double serpentine often seen in furniture or display cases. There are also various shapes for lighting and industrial
applications including bowls, cones, bells, half cylinders and half-bowls. Sinclair is a leading supplier of slumped and tempered lenses for parking lot
and outdoor lighting lenses commonly called "sag lenses". Sinclair also has the capability to produce custom unique shapes and bends utilizing
specialty made molds. There are many variations of each of these curves that we can create. Please contact us for a quote or more information. 
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